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INTRODUCTION
To help make strategic decisions, microfinance institutions (MFIs)
use information technology to process their transactions, deal
with their customers, and produce and analyze their financial
statements. Also, in recent years, new technological mobile
services have developed, through technological innovation, that
play a key role in promoting the financial inclusion of poor people.
As such, there is an important challenge for MFIs to use low cost
technology solutions to better perform their role while making
financial services less expensive and easy to access.
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CAURIE MF : Mission and Clients
CAURIE is the fruit of the capitalization of twenty years of dynamic and fertile partnership
between
the
NGO
Catholic
Relief
Services
(CRS)
and
its
strategic
partner, the Church of Senegal. CAURIE started its activities of financial intermediation in
October 2005. It’s mission is “ Sustainably contribute to the economic and social
advancement of poor micro-entrepreneurs, especially women by offering them appropriate
financial products and services.
The clients are mainly women micro-entrepreneurs and mostly illiterate or poorly
educated and have difficulties to access to financial services in order to promote and
develop income-generating activities.
The clients are custodian of a tradition marked by the cult of work, they have
propensity to save and invest, a high sense of respect for commitments
made, community solidarity, a sense of responsibility and family solidarity.
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OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCES – october 2017
 Number of customers : 85 316

Evolution
1,2E+10

 Total deposits : 3 334 075 185
 Total loan portfolio:

8E+09

9 706 916 465
6E+09

 Number of BVs : 1 505
 Number of agencies : 15
 Number of credit agents :
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INTEREST FOR CAURIE MF
The Village Banking methodology is the core product of CAURIE-MF. A BV is an organized,
structured and regulated group of an average of 50 women from community groups by selfselection.
The organization and functioning of a BV is based on participative management and
solidarity.
Through the VB, three loan products are available and accessible by graduation:
•
•
•

The Classic Loan (PC) : 75 to 300 Euros
The Special Loan (PS) : 300 to 770 Euros
The PIPE: + 770 to 3 000 Euros

All operations take place in the field during regular monthly meetings.
This results in very high operational costs for CAURIE and very high transaction and
opportunity costs for the clients. This situation creates significant risks, compromises the
profitability of the institution and puts a lot of constraints on clients. It is for all these
reasons that CAURIE has developed its Digital F project.
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INTEREST’S CONFIRMATION
In its service offering strategy, CAURIE-MF is more than 60% involved in

rural areas. This offer is based on 15 branches.
To better play its role in financial inclusion, CAURIE-MF has included in its
Business Plan (2015-2019) digital finance among the main strategic

axes.
Digitalization is an alternative that will allow to be closer to customers, to
provide new services adapted and based on mobile finance technologies,
and to support progress towards operational (scope) and financial
(sustainability) performance.
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CAURIE’s DIGITAL FINANCE PROJECT
The main objectives of the Project are :

• Better Risk control
• Provide access to its financial products and services with the help of
mobile technology
• Increase the reach of CAURIE-MF and participate in the National
Financial Inclusion Strategy
• Significantly improve the system for collecting savings
• Reduce transaction costs
• Allow customers to save and / or repay their credit through OTM
electronic money platforms
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CAURIE’S DF : STEPS OF IMPLEMENTATION
2010

Acquisition of
a integrated

MIS

-Project Study
-Pilot project
-Specific
developments

2016
2017

Digitalizati
on of field
opérations

Banc to Wallet

-Project
Study

Digitalization
of field
opérations

-Project Study

2018

-Development

Agency
Banking

2019

-Project Study

Caurie
Digitale

Generalization -Deployment
-Pilot in 4
-Adaptation
-Pilot in 2
branches

branches

-Development

SMS Banking

-Pilot

-Development

Digitalization of
field opérations

-Pilot
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-agents
selection

-Generalization

-Agency
Banking
-Digitalization
of field
opérations
-Banc to
wallet
-SMS Banking

DIGITALIZATION OF FIELD OPERATIONS
Digitalization of
field operations
Credit agents equiped
with there tablets use
the mobile application
to do the operations
of:
- Membership
- Savings Deposit
- Withdrawal on
Savings
- Credit disbursement
- Credit payment
- Other fees collection
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BANK TO WALLET
A deposit and
withdrawal service on
Saving account from
Wallet account
(Orange Money or
Tigo Cash) on the
phone.
Allow the customer to
feed his wallet from
his savings account
(withdrawal) and
transfer amounts to
his savings account
via his Wallet
(Deposit)
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AGENCY BANKING
Major challenge :
-Increase the

points of service
-be closer to
customers
-increase the
outreach
-minimize the
cash conveyance
-reduce expenses
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FIRST RESULTS ACHIEVED
After more than a year of use of the tablets, following are,
some improvement points were noted :
-

Time saving for clients and credit agents in the field
Real-time work on the MIS
Reduction of the overwork of credit agents at office
Strengthening the security of operations
Reduction of data entry errors and manipulation of the
information (risk of fraud)
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EXPECTED RESULTS
For the next years, we expect a lot of advantages from this
Project :
- Increase the credit agent’s productivity
- Reduce clients desertion (Time saving)
- Reduce opportunity and transaction costs for clients
- Introduce new financial and non-financial services
- Increase the outreach
- Reduction of the overwork of credit agents
- Improve the portfolio quality
- Make the data more reliable
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CONSTRAINTS AND CHALLENGES
Along the implementation of the DF Project we had to face
some constraints and challenges :
- Financial resources can be a limit : parternership to solve it
- IT infrastructure must be suitable : need to do some specific
developments to complete the system,
- It is important to provide training for all the users
- The choice of IT equipment is very important
- The availability of an internet connection throughout the area
covered is necessary. That is not obvious in our country
- Regulatory framework
- Etc…..
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CONCLUSION
I think that an MFI that sidelines the movement in favor of
DF risks being left behind for a very long time. However,
before embarking on it, a certain prerequisites will have to
be settled. Indeed, we can not succeed in that project
without there being systems, policies and procedures able
to support it. Similarly, to ensure success, it will always be
necessary, essential, to establish various technical and
financial partnerships with investors, mobile service
providers, mobile operators, banks, etc. Finally, digital
finance should confirm its driving role in all financial
inclusion strategies in future years.
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